
BALANCE FOLIO IPAD PRO 13"(2024-
M4) BLACK
iPad Pro 13 cover

REF : SP-150527-D143

EAN : 840168536320

EXISTE EM : PRETO

DESCRIÇÃO :

A slim tablet case that protects against dents and scratches. The cover converts into a viewing stand and has Microban®

antimicrobial product protection.

PONTOS FORTES :

PROTECTIVE FOLIO CONSTRUCTION INSIDE AND OUT?Provides protection against scratches and dents, plus a full

interior liner helps to prevent scuffs and abrasions on the surface of your device when dropped up to 4 feet.

MULTI-ANGLE STAND FOR ALL OF LIFE’S ANGLES

The case cover converts into a convenient typing stand, plus you can adjust the angle for viewing videos anywhere

and everywhere.

MAGNETIC CAMERA SHIELD SNAPS INTO PLACE

Strategically placed magnets on the back cover allow you to shield your camera lens when it’s not in use, and easily

retracts when you want to snap a photo on the go.

SECURE LATCH CLOSURE KEEPS YOUR TABLET IN PLACE?

Secure latch ensures the cover stays securely closed, keeping your screen protected and everything exactly where it

should be.

AUTO SLEEP/WAKE MODE FOR BETTER BATTERY LIFE

Built-in magnets in the cover are strategically placed, putting your tablet to sleep when it’s not in use, and waking it

up when you need it for an extended battery life.

PROVEN ANTIMICROBIAL PROTECTION

Only Speck has Microban.®* Their antimicrobial product protection delivers up to a 99% reduction in stain and odor

causing bacteria growth on the case, creating a cleaner surface. Life gets dirty, we keep your case cleaner.

*Exclusive Microban® brand rights apply to phone cases in North America. Microban® antimicrobial product



protection is not intended to control disease pathogens and is not a substitute for cleaning your phone.

THOROUGHLY TESTED FOR DURABILITY

Speck cases are tested for multiple real-life situations, including extreme drops and temperatures, chemicals,

antenna interference, cracks and abrasions, device bending, and more.

1-YEAR WARRANTY

Speck® backs each Balance FolioTM case with a one-year warranty.

COMPATIBILIDADE :

iPad Pro 13 (M4 - 2024)


